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Here at APBP, we’re eager to share best practices as broadly as possible. APBP honors and promotes 

other people’s ideas and work product and we give them credit for the fine work they do. APBP expects 

the same in return. Heard of copyright law? Follow this guidance and you will keep our lawyers at bay. 

How do you want to use APBP’s work? APBP encourages use of the APBP Bicycle Parking Guidelines in: 

 Your jurisdiction or institution’s ordinances, codes or other planning or policy guidance 

For only those explicit purposes, you may excerpt text, images 

or illustrations from the current edition of the APBP Bicycle 

Parking Guidelines© provided you follow these rules: 

1. Give APBP credit 

 Use this citation on each excerpt, page or image you use from the APBP Bicycle Parking 

Guidelines©: 

o APBP Bicycle Parking Guidelines, 2nd edition, page (#)____, www.apbp.org, used with 

permission from the copyright holder. 

2. Give other people, cities or companies the credit APBP gave them 

 If what you use from the APBP Bicycle Parking Guidelines© includes a photo credit or other 

attribution by APBP1 to the photographer, illustrator or author, you must also give that person 

the credit they deserve. 

3. Tell us where and how you used APBP’s Bicycle Parking Guidelines© 

 Email bikeparking@apbp.org and include a link to what you’ve done 

 In exchange, APBP will notify you when a new edition is released.  

Do you have another use in mind that doesn’t appear here? Before you act, talk to APBP. We’re 

reasonable people and here to help. Email bikeparking@apbp.org. Thanks for taking us, well, seriously. 

What you may not do 

You may not use APBP’s logo on a business or product catalog either printed or available online (which 

includes your company website, Facebook page, etc.) without the explicit written permission of APBP. 

That type of use looks like an endorsement, right? If you’ve done that, remove it pronto. 

                                                           
1
 E.g., attribution that appears in the text or in a footnote or end note or in the photo credits in the APBP Bicycle 

Parking Guidelines©. 
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